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National Agility Link Association
(formed 1989)
EDITOR/SECRETARY: Karen de Wit
20 Broadway Ave, Waikuku Beach.
POBox 3228 Waikuku Beach 7473
Mob:021 1240174
E: kpdewit@xtra.co.nz
Membership enquiries and Treasurer:
Malcolm Ward
71 Arawa Street, R D 4,
WHAKATANE 3194
Phone: 07 322 2227,
Cell: 027 486 9132
E:malcolm.r.ward@outlook.com
ONLINE RESULTS: www.nala.org.nz
For information contact
MIKE BUTLER Ph: 04/383 8143.
E: mbutler@ihug.co.nz
Results (Games): Karen de Wit
E: kpdewit@xtra.co.nz
Contact Karen for a std results sheet
RESULTS (VETERANS)
Flygility: Sandra Mohekey
E: runaone@cheerful.com
Agility: Liz Barlow
E: yorkie_gal@hotmail.com
JUNIOR NALA COMPETITION
Bonnie Beechey
E: bonnie@mobius.nz
Magazine & Library enquiries:
E: kpdewit@xtra.co.nz

MAGAZINES
All copy ‐ correspondence, articles,
etc should be sent to the Editor. All
copy must have the name and
address of the contributor. Limit
number of words to 500 or one A4
page. Copy may be abridged or
edited.
COURSE PLANS
Supply as Course designer or in scale
in black pen on an A4 sheet Portrait
size.
AGILITY LINK does not accept
responsibility for the views expressed
by contributors and retains the right
not to publish submissions for
reasons of space or suitability.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
All subs are payable to the Treasurer.
NO Cheques accepted. Payment must
be received by the last day of the
month to be current.
WEBSITE:
www.agilitylink.webs.com
FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/groups/A
gilitylink/
RESULTS: nala.org.nz
ADVERTISING $10 ‐ 1/4 page ~ $15 ‐
1/2 page ~$20 ‐ full page
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KATE BOYLE by Renee James
As some of you may or may not know one of our own Kate Boyle has
been diagnosed at the age of 28 with Glibastoma in her brain which is
the most aggressive type of cancer. Kate is undergoing chemotherapy
and radiation with an expected average life expectancy of 18 months.
Kate is a well known and loved part of the fielding dog club and the dog
agility scene. We have made a give a little page to support Kate to live
life to the absolute fullest and to help with expenses. I thought i would
post the link here as i know how much of a loving community we have
and how much everyone will want to rally behind Kate.

https://givealittle.co.nz/.../help-kate-live-life-to-the...
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Cheers and Tears,
or, looking at life from both sides....
By Sandra Mohekey
When I was much much younger I played a lot of card games
with my family. We played to keep us kids entertained, to
stop us fighting, or stop us getting bored – although, to be
honest, as long as I had something to read I was never bored.
Of course this was a time when there wasn’t entertainment
freely available in digital forms.

Anyways, one of the stranger card games was called “Cheers
and Tears” and featured happy and unhappy children. You
collected two cheers cards and a matching tears card to make
a set – I think. One of the cheers cards I remember was
“Cheers, you’ve got a new party dress.” Its partner tears card
was “Tears, your puppy has jumped up and put muddy feet all
over your new dress.” Given the state of my clothing at most
agility shows a puppy’s pawprints all over your outfit hardly
seems worth crying about. I would be more likely to be
thinking how lucky I was to have a puppy.
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But there is a reason I
suddenly remembered this
childhood game and it is
because as I drove to an
agility show one Friday I
was “counting my
blessings”, or ‘looking on
the bright side” or “wearing my rose coloured glasses” rather
than the opposite. Because a popular, cheerful and hard
working member of my club had recently had some very bad
news and this helped put my own worries and concerns into
perspective.

My timing in terms of vowin g to stop sweating the small stuff
was either very good, or very bad, because that particular
weekend of agility tested my resolve more than a little. I
drove up to my
accommodation in
a leisurely fashion
on the Friday,
making a few stops
for the dogs to have
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a walk and a sniff, and a few stops for me to stop and not
sniff. I settled in and after dinner thought maybe I would
toliet the dogs shortly... Then it started raining. Friday night it
rained, and it rained, and it rained. I did manage to give the
dogs a quick toilet eventually, a little later than I planned, but
I was woken several times in the night by very heavy rain.

Saturday morning we left very early, when it was still very
dark, and was definitely raining, because the course walking
time for one ring was moved via FB to 7.15am. And in the
dark, in the wet, following a friend’s car to an unfamiliar park,
I had a little accident. No one was hurt, thank goodness, not
dogs and not people but it definitely challenged my mind set.
I felt guilty
and stupid
and not
able to
focus for
the rest of
the day.
And the
rain kept
going.
During the
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few patches when it was not raining the wind seemed to
increase and it was cold. My lucher decided it was no weather
for him, despite his raincoats and towel dries. I couldn’t
blame him. My heading dog tried but my head was in the
wrong place – I could not focus. So having decided I was not

going to sweat the small stuff, I found myself unable to work
my dog properly because I was sweating the small stuff.

The club tried their absolute best to help us cope with the
weather. They moved one ring’s runs into the others;
provided shelters, had the show at a sand based park which
drained well for quite a while, but, what with a non‐show
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food truck (which they replaced) and a non‐functioning mic,
basically that weekend was handing out a lot of lemons to the
host club. And there is only so much lemonade you can make.

Saturday night it rained, and rained, and rained. We saw on
FB that carpet had been organised for the entrance way,
which was a relief. But when we turned up on Saunday
morning it was to the news that Sunday’s event was cancelled
because it was just too wet. In the rain the club were busy
packing up and sorting out ribbons and prizes from the day
before. I walked my dogs and thought about how I had not
handled well the challenge of not sweating the small stuff. I
will keep working on that.
(Photos by Christine Robertson.
Others by NT club member Jan
Anderson)

Judges, a huge thank you for
the courses I – and everyone
else – ran. A thank you to the
club who worked so hard.
Congratulations to all place
getters, you really deserved
your ribbons. It was
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suggested that instead of asking for refunds for Sunday we
could donate our money to the club to help them with their
expenses, a worthy cause I agree. And easier to do the fewer
dogs you have entered. However, I asked for mine back
because I am going to make my refund part of my donation to
my fellow club member so she can have a few more cheers
with her human and dog family.
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Juniors and Veterans – August

Email Liz Barlow @ yorkie_gal@hotmail.com with your results.
Ideally a google sheet with these headings: dog age handler size
Club faults time Month

The membership form is on the website:
https://agilitylink.webs.com/membership‐form
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August Game: Gamblers
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August 2021 - Path = 117m
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August 2021 Agility course
Path = 117m
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New Zealand Association
of Rally-O
August 2021
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NZARO Link RallyO – August
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August 2021 Flygility standard courses
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August 2021 Flygility Challenge course

RESULTS – JUMPERS PAIRS.
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NZARO Rally Link - Std Teams
Plc

Club

1

Wanganui DTC

Team

Score

Time

Rhonda Cambell & Asti, Barbara James
100.0 251.530
& Hakeem, Barbara James & Beauden

2

Christchurch DTC

Peter de Wit & Sequel, Joanne
Hammond & Paddington, Joanne
Hammond & Rusty

3

Hawkes Bay

Chrissy Harris & Lace, John Carbin &
Lyric, Dionne Robertson & Indy

4

Wairarapa

5

EBOP DOC

Nikki Newport & Zac, Trish Bush &
Rogue, Ben Paddon & Fizz

100.0 310.730

6

Central ADTS

Jan Voss & Halley, Donna Jackson &
Fern, Sonia Calvert & Toto

99.7

304.710

7

Canterbury COC

Helen Scott & Mac, Helen Scott &
Harry, Fiona Scott & Angus

99.3

271.550

8

Upper Hutt

Jane Aukett & Twirl, Sue Boyle & Faith,
Sue Boyle & Ranger

99.3

286.580

Dog Agility
Wendy Osmond & Pip, Marian Holman
Wellington Group
& Esty, Wendy Osmond & Chase

99.3

337.300

9

100.0 255.190

100.0 265.929

Nicky Dethridge‐Davies & Rufus, Elaine
100.0 298.410
Herve & Tio, Melanie Wyse & Pepper
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Norwest

Suzanne Van Dyk & Leo, Karen Smith &
Lottie, Duncan Hall & Piper

99.3

380.940

11

FEILDING DTC

Annette Burmeister & Deezee, Lynda
Cummins & Blaze, Cara McDermott &
Ashkii

98.7

299.830

12

Dog Sports
Rotorua

Debbie Trimbach & Sophie, Debbie
Trimbach & Benni, Pam Sharp & Jade

97.0

386.870

13

CHB

Jo Steed & Fox, Christine Blair &
Mollie, Beverley Thomson & Te

96.7

365.140

14

Blenheim

Wendy Champion & Shadow, Sharon
Jordan & Bonnie, Sue Gardiner & Lou

96.3

375.060
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NZARO Rally Link – Challenge
Plc

Club

Team

Score

Time

Peter de Wit & Sequel, Karen de wit
1 Christchurch DTC
& Finn, Joanne Hammond &
100.0 245.850
Paddington

2

Rhonda Cambell & Asti, Barbara
Wanganui DTC James & Hakeem, Rhonda Cambell & 100.0 263.780
Rebo

3

Canterbury COC

Yolanda Nuberg & Jessie, Helen
Scott & Mac, Helen Scott & Harry

100.0 277.320

4

Wairarapa

Nicky Dethridge‐Davies & Rufus,
Melanie Wyse & Pepper, Elaine

100.0 292.980

20

Herve & Tio
Hawkes Bay

Chrissy Harris & Lace, Chrissy Harris
99.0 282.485
& Betty, Ann Baxter & Tosca

6

Titahi Bay COC

Jan McKenzie & Geordie, Judith
Parkinson & Cosmo, Donna Jackson 98.3 342.990
& Fern

7

Dog Agility
Wellington
Group

8

Norwest

9

CHB

5

Wendy Osmond & Pip, Belinda
Cherrie & Lexi, Marian Holman &
Chai

94.7 328.430

Suzanne Van Dyk & Leo, Karen Smith
92.0 497.810
& Alfie, Karen Smith & Lottie
Jo Steed & Hunta, Jo Steed & Fox,
Christine Blair & Vinnie

90.3 325.330

Proof Facebook isn’t always true!
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AGILITY LINK NOVELTY CORRESPONDENCE
SERIES - RULES
Latest reprint: May 2020

Each Club must nominate a NALA Link co-ordinator(s). It is the
Club Link co-ordinator’s responsibility to ensure these rules are
adhered to.

1. ELIGIBILITY.
Only Agility Link subscribers are eligible to have scores recorded for
Interclub or individual dog competition. Agility Link subscribers may
have scores recorded for any dog they handle. Clubs may compete in any
Interclub competition offered by NALA. If Clubs wish to use a Novelty
name they must also include part of the Club name.

2. JUDGING.
Any person knowledgeable of the agility/flygility/rallyO rules may act
as a judge. Two or more judges may officiate, one judge competing
under the other judge. Care must be taken to provide consistent judging.
All judging will be based on the current acceptable standards in NZ.
Exceptions are:
a) Weave poles: no faults or refusals except for touching the dog, but
they must be correctly negotiated.
b) Crossover: Judging level to be mentioned on the plan.
c) Long jump: if corner poles appear on the plan they must be used.
d) There is no SCT or MCT.

3. COURSE PLANS:
Any subscriber is welcome to submit a course plan, by Course designer,
or clearly drawn to scale on an A4 sheet. The ring size for agility is 30m
x 40m, and for rallyO is 20 x20m maxm for every month.

4. COURSE LENGTH, MEASUREMENTS AND TIMING.
When setting up the course, distances must be checked with a meter
wheel, following the path laid out on the plan. The total length of the
course must coincide with that stated in the plan, margin of error is 1m.
Where specific instructions are included on the plan these must be
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adhered to. The course layout should be checked so that where the plan
shows jumps/signs in a straight line or on angles this is done. Check
grids and line up obstacles along a grid, so that the character of the
course is adhered to.
Electronic timers or an accurate stop-watch must be used, with times
being recorded to 100ths of a second.

5. SCORING AND RESULTS. (Unless specified otherwise with
the Course Brief)
The club will submit the score of each competitor's FIRST run over the
course.
No previous practice over that particular course is allowed. (** See
comment at the end of this document)
Agility: The competitor's score consists of the time taken to run the
course plus any faults caused by course faults. A competitor who has NO
course faults will receive a bonus by having 5 secs subtracted from the
running time.
RallyO: The competitor's score consists of the time taken for the round
plus a score out of 100.
The club co-ordinator must enter results on the website or forward results
to reach the AGILITY LINK Results Recorder before the last day of the
month of running. Late results or results from members who are not
financial, will not be published or credited.

6. OBSTACLE STANDARDS.
The Club should use its own equipment. All obstacles must be of safe
construction. Where levels of height or length may differ, in Agility Link
competitions the obstacles should be set at their maximum height/length.

7. COMPETITION
a) Interclub.
A club's score in any month will be the sum of the scores of that club's
three best performers for that month. A club will be credited with points
for that month equal to the place it gains, e.g. The club that achieves 1st
Place is credited with 1 point, the 2nd club 2 points, etc.
Top Club Award will go to the club with the lowest total after adding
together that club's EIGHT lowest scores. If, finally, two clubs are on the
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same aggregate score the club with the lower team aggregate for the
LAST month they both competed together, will have preference.
Agility Divisions.
There will be three or four Divisions, with approximately similar
numbers in each division. Clubs may organise more than one team but
the Club's second or third team must start in the fourth division, and
handlers/dogs will run for the same team all year. All new teams/clubs
will start in the lowest division.
Relegation/promotion: The results recorder will publish
promotions/relegations with the aim to reward the top teams by
promotion, and to ensure the size of divisions is maintained
approximately even.
Dogs in Teams.
Where a Club has more than one Team in the competition, Senior dogs
(at DogsNZ Championship level) or those with a clear round in ADX
advanced must be included in the top team (this applies at the beginning
of the year when Teams are first set up).
New members (except for Senior dogs or dogs with a clear round in
ADX advanced ) may be added to any Club team.
NALA members who move during a competition year may have their
score credited to whichever Club they choose.
(b) Individual Dog.
The same principle will apply as for Interclub. Any member of NALA
may compete in the monthly competition, under the one subscription,
with more than one dog. Awards will be given to the first 10% (approx)
of dogs.
AGILITY LINK may, from time to time, offer other forms of
competition, depending on sponsorship, and interest.

8. CLASSES AND ELIGIBILITY.
Jumpers: Three times a year the courses will contain NO contact
obstacles. All dogs may compete.
Games: An annual Games competition is now available. A standard
results sheet is available from the co-ordinator.
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** Members should warm their dogs up prior to running the course.
A club should ideally set up equipment outside the course proper,
however a dog may also warm-up on equipment included in the course,
at the discretion of the NALA co-ordinator.
If this is the case, only one or two pieces can be used at a time and they
are to be used the OPPOSITE way to that which they will be run on the
course.
No food is to be used during the warmup on the course.
For example you may want to put your dog on the A-frame, weave or
dogwalk a few times and reward with a toy. This is allowed. Practice
jumps are easily set up, but many clubs wouldn’t get out two pieces of
contact equipment.
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